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Abstract

Mass casualty incidents such as those that are being experienced during the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic can overwhelm local healthcare systems, where the number of casualties exceeds local resources and capabilities in a short period of time. The influx of patients with lung function deterioration as a result of COVID-19 has strained traditional ventilator supplies. To bridge the gap during ventilator shortages and to help clinicians triage patients, manual resuscitator devices can be used to deliver respirations to a patient requiring breathing support. Bag-valve mask (BVM) devices are ubiquitous in ambulances and healthcare environments, however require a medical professional to be present and constantly applying compression to provide the patient with respirations.

We developed an automated manual resuscitator-based emergency ventilator-alternative (AMREV) that provides automated compressions of a BVM in a repetitive manner and is broadly compatible with commercially-available BVM devices approximately 5 inches (128 mm) in diameter. The AMREV device relieves the medical professional from providing manual breathing support and allows for hands-free operation of the BVM. The AMREV supports the following treatment parameters: 1) adjustable tidal volume (VT), 2) positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) (intrinsic and/or external), 3) 1:1 inspiratory: expiratory ratio, and 4) a controllable respiratory rate between 10-30 breaths per minute.

The relationship between the inherent resistance and compliance of the lung and the delivered breaths was assessed for the AMREV device. Adjustable VT of 110-700 ml was achieved within the range of simulated lung states. A linear increase in mean airway pressure (Paw), from 10-40 cmH2O was observed, as the resistance and compliance on the lung model moved from normal to severe simulated disease states. The AMREV functioned continuously for seven days with less than 3.2% variation in delivered VT and Paw.

Additionally, the AMREV device was compatible with seven commercially-available BVM setups and delivered consistent VT and Paw within 10% between models.

This automated BVM-based emergency-use resuscitator can provide consistent positive pressure, volume-controlled ventilation over an extended duration when a traditional ventilator is not available. True ventilator shortages may lead to manual resuscitators devices such as the AMREV being the only option for some healthcare systems during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Introduction

In late December 2019, an outbreak of a novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) was reported in Wuhan, China, and was subsequently identified as a pandemic [1]. Severe COVID-19 disease can result in death due to the development of an acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS)-like illness [2]. Invasive ventilation is indicated for adult patients with ARDS-associated respiratory difficulty [3, 4]; however, the influx of patients with lung function deterioration as a result of COVID-19 has strained traditional ventilator supplies [1, 5-7]. To bridge the gap during ventilator shortages, automated manual resuscitator devices can be used to deliver respirations to a patient requiring breathing support [8].

There are currently many open-source solutions that seek to disseminate manual resuscitator (bag-valve mask; BVM) ventilator designs with the hope of bridging the gap during the COVID-19 pandemic [9-11].
However, there are important design considerations when using BVM devices for this type of off-label use to prevent further lung injury from barotrauma [12]. First, the design should ensure that the device does not degrade the BVM performance with regard to pressure, $V_T$, and flow waveforms from repetitive device motion. Durability testing has to be performed not only on the mechanical system but also on the BVM device. Secondly, even with a fixed BVM compression setting, the $V_T$ delivered is dependent on the resistance of the airway and the compliance of the lungs [13]. The only respiratory parameter that can be controlled by most devices is the respiratory rate, and while the United States (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued emergency use authorizations for devices in which $V_T$ can be selected [14], designs with a fixed stroke length (compression setting) lead to inconsistent $V_T$ delivered as pulmonary parameters change. Ventilator designs should measure expired volumes or predict $V_T$ across ventilator settings for specific pulmonary resistance and compliance parameters.

For this work, it was hypothesized that a low-cost, emergency-use automated BVM-based device could consistently deliver mechanical respirations with a variety of widely commercially-available BVMs. The specific aims were to 1) rapidly design and develop a volume-controlled automated manual resuscitator-based emergency ventilator-alternative with user-adjustable volume and respiratory rate, 2) evaluate the parameters of $V_T$, rate, and mean airway pressure over different resistance and compliance settings that would be representative of patients with varying lungs states, and 3) establish longevity and implementation of the device across multiple BVM models.

The designed device is a low-cost emergency ventilator-alternative with adjustable stroke length and a housing enclosure that was developed to constrain BVM deformation in a reliable manner to ensure consistent $V_T$ is delivered for each pulmonary parameter. The device, an automated manual resuscitator-based emergency ventilator-alternative (AMREV), was assessed for $V_T$ delivered, mean airway pressure ($P_{aw}$), and respiratory rate for different simulated models of lung disease. To ensure that variation among commercially-available BVMs did not create the risk of going over threshold $V_T$ or $P_{aw}$, design considerations were made to ensure that the ventilator device would be widely compatible with BVM models measuring up to approximately 128 mm (5 inches) in diameter, with a 1.5 L air reservoir.

**Materials And Methods**

**A. Design and development of a volume-controlled manual resuscitator-based emergency ventilator**

The AMREV was created using additive manufacturing (hereafter referred to as 3D-printing) technology combined with traditional build techniques that allowed for rapid design iterations and assessments. The design uses an eccentric attachment of a rod and piston assembly to a cam plate driven by a simple low-voltage geared motor to compress the BVM (Figure 1). The rod attachment point on the cam controls the amount of compression of the manual resuscitator bag and therefore $V_T$. Respiratory rate of the 30 rpm (without a load) geared motor is controlled by a hardware-based pulse-width modulation (PWM) controller. Full user assembly and operation instructions are included in the supplemental materials Appendix A ‘Instructions for Use’.

**FIGURE 1: Schematic of AMREV, automated manual-resuscitator based emergency ventilator-alternative**
Ventilatory parameters for seven BVMs representing six commonly-used, commercially-available models were recorded in this study. The RespiSim® software, paired with the ASL 5000 breathing simulator, was used to test each BVM under normal, mild, and moderate lung disease conditions. A minimum set of data for ten breaths were recorded within the RespiSim® software for analysis. Each stroke parameters and were labeled 'normal' (R5C50), 'mild disease' (R6C20) and, 'moderate disease' (R10C10) (see page 2 of the IngMar product sheet here (https://pdf.medicalexpo.com/pdf/ingmar-medical/quicklung-precision-test-lung/68861-105019.html)). Additionally, a 'severe disease' state (R50C10) was tested for 24 hours to meet FDA and international standard requirements for basic safety and essential performance of ventilatory support (ISO 80601-2-80:2018; 201.104).

A rapid, iterative design/simulate, build, and test approach was used to converge on the final design. The design considerations included 1) compatibility with commercial BVMs, 2) a piston-cylinder and sliding mechanism approach for bag compression, 3) device conforming to BVM shape to reduce stress, 4) minimizing weight, 5) minimizing ventilation dead space volume by allowing mounting near the patient’s mouth using a bedside IV pole, 6) an electric motor needed to drive the mechanism, and 7) compatibility with additive manufacturing (AM); specifically, fused deposition modeling (FDM) with polycarbonate material. Dimensions were selected during the design phase to ensure ease of assembly, operation on a sliding contact mechanism, and the specified range of piston travel. All were achieved by accounting for tolerances of the FDM process. To reduce variability in the manufacturing process and in device performance, the design excluded the use of support structures on the critical piston linear slide or BVM contact surfaces. Solid modeling was performed in Solidworks (Version 2019-20). Prototyping by 3D printing allowed rapid production and advancement through six major design iterations. A future publication will discuss the use of simulation by finite element analysis (FEA) in parallel with the AMREV design iterations as a precursor to device-life testing.

### B. Tidal volume and pressure assessment

Prototypes were assessed for general function, piston movement, and length of piston travel needed to compress the manual resuscitator to deliver an approximate tidal volume between 200-700 ml in a patient with normal lung function with resistance 5 cmH$_2$O.L$^{-1}$.s$^{-1}$ and compliance 50 ml.cmH$_2$O$^{-1}$. All four simulated pulmonary parameters were defined in the RespiSim® software (Version 3.6) to have zero muscle effort to simulate a paralyzed patient.

To measure the effect of patient lung resistance and compliance on $V_T$ delivered, variation was assessed across different pulmonary parameter models. The initial disease states for testing were chosen based on discussions with a pulmonologist/critical care physician at our local county hospital about expected pulmonary parameters based on early COVID-19 patient information available. The simulated lung models used during testing had predefined resistance (R) (cmH$_2$O.L$^{-1}$.s$^{-1}$) and compliance (C) (ml.cmH$_2$O$^{-1}$) parameters and were labeled ‘normal’ (R5C50), ‘mild disease’ (R6C20) and, ‘moderate disease’ (R10C10) (see page 2 of the IngMar product sheet here (https://pdf.medicalexpo.com/pdf/ingmar-medical/quicklung-precision-test-lung/68861-105019.html)). Additionally, a ‘severe disease’ state (R50C10) was tested for 24 hours to meet FDA and international standard requirements for basic safety and essential performance of ventilatory support (ISO 80601-2-80:2018; 201.104) [15, 16]. All four simulated pulmonary parameters were defined in the RespiSim® software (Version 3.6) to have zero muscle effort to simulate a paralyzed patient.

A single assembled unit with a 50 rpm motor, run at 100% power was paired with an adult Rüsch® (Wayne, PA, USA) BVM to assess device capability to meet ventilation requirements of patients with ARDS. An AirLife™ viral filter (Vyaire Medical, IL, USA) was attached to the BVM and connected to the ASL 5000 using the supplied five feet coil wrapped air hose. Sequential testing was performed across all connection parameters; rod positions A and B, with cam positions one to six (position A-six is not allowed due to the sliding contact mechanism). The device was found to correlate within 5% across assessed parameters.

### C. Longevity and implementation

Ventilatory parameters for seven BVMs representing six commonly-used, commercially-available models...
Materials varied by brand and model and were one of three materials: silicone, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), or styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene (SEBS) polymer [17-22]. For comparison testing, each bag was paired with a single AMREV device housing enclosing a 30 rpm motor, run at 75% power, with rod-cam position combination A-4 (stroke length 6.4 cm). Parameters of $V_T$ (ml) and pressure (cmH$_2$O) for each breath were recorded by the ASL 5000 RespiSim software and exported for review. During longevity testing, each BVM was connected to an Ingmar Quicklung™ with settings of compliance 50 mL.cmH$_2$O$^{-1}$ and resistance 5 cmH$_2$O.L$^{-1}$.s$^{-1}$. Each BVM was temporarily disconnected from the Quicklung™ device for data collection with the ASL 5000 breathing simulator.

Means and standard deviations were calculated for $P_{aw}$ and $V_T$ across 15 breaths. The $V_T$ and $P_{aw}$ delivered at a single connection setting were compared between seven BVM setups for each of four disease states. Longitudinal comparisons of $P_{aw}$ and $V_T$ were also collected and analyzed at day zero and day seven for five BVM setups. Additionally, a single Rüsch BVM was also tested at 30 and 45 days to evaluate the consistency of $P_{aw}$ and $V_T$ delivered after approximately 1.3 million compressions. Data was not recorded on one Carefusion BVM setup due to a component failure on the AMREV on the seventh day of continuous operation.

FIGURE 2: Manual resuscitator (BVM) models assessed for compatibility with AMREV. Shown from left to right (A-G) in descending order in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Bag diameter (mm; in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Carefusion AirLife®</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>128.5 [5.06]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Ambu AMBU® Bag SPUR® II</td>
<td>SEBS</td>
<td>124 [4.88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ambu AMBU® Bag SPUR® II w/ PEEP valve</td>
<td>SEBS</td>
<td>124 [4.88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Laerdal Laerdal LSR Reusable Resuscitator</td>
<td>Silicone</td>
<td>127 [5.0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Laerdal Laerdal The Bag II</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>128 [5.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Rüsch Resuscitator BVM</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>122 [4.80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Ferno Adult manual resuscitator</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>126 [4.96]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: Brand and model of the BVM devices tested with listed material from manufacturer product information [17-22].**

PEEP - positive end-expiratory pressure

---

**Results**

**A. Development of an automated volume-controlled BVM-based emergency ventilator-alternative**

The AMREV was designed as a rapidly-deployable, hands-free automated manual resuscitator-based compression device that delivers respirations when there is no other ventilator alternative (Figure 1).

Consistent $V_T$ was delivered with six commercially-available BVMs trialed with the AMREV at each user selectable setting (Figure 2). The attachment points on the cam (Figure 1C) are labeled number one to six, with varying distances from the center and determine the travel distance of the piston rod and therefore, the $V_T$ delivered with each breath. Each hole on the cam combined with the piston rod attachment point (A or B; Figure 1B) corresponds to a volume increment of approximately 50 - 110 ml depending on patient lung parameters. The piston rod is attached to a curved piston inside of the device housing enclosure (Figure 1D-G) that travels along a triangular-shaped linear slide to maintain smooth and directed operation toward a fixed wall. The BVM (Figure 1E) is placed between the piston and the wall, and with each cycle, the motor compresses the device to deliver a breath. The wall of the housing is curved to match the shape of the BVM. Return of the piston to its non-compressed state allows the bag to recoil and draw in oxygen-supplemented air. The BVM allows the patient to exhale through a one-way expiratory valve. After recoil, the BVM in the device is prepared to deliver another breath. There are 11 possible combinations between the attachment points A and B on the piston rod and the cam (A one to five; B one to six) (Figure 1B-C). Different combinations correspond to differing degrees of bag compression by the piston. The design uses a low-voltage, high-torque geared motor (Figure 1A) with an adjustable cycle of up to 30 rpm to drive an adjustable-length piston rod (Figure 1B) that is attached to a cam (Figure 1C) on the motor shaft. The user can adjust the motor rotation rate (breathing rate) by turning a knob on the outside of the motor casing (Figure 1F). Parts and implemented design are shown in Figure 3.
FIGURE 3: Design and function of the 3D-printed AMREV. A) Schematic for the device, B-C) 3D-printed parts, and D) fully assembled prototype device shown on a Laerdal MegaCode Kelly™ simulation manikin.

B. Tidal volume and pressure assessment for representative patient models with varying degree of lung function

Each specific setting of the rod and cam position selected by the user, corresponds to the degree of compression for the BVM, however, the actual $V_T$ delivered depends on patient lung resistance and compliance. To measure the effect of different pulmonary disease states on delivered volume, $V_T$ was assessed across assigned lung parameters. Respiratory rate was controlled by a 30 rpm motor operated at full power. The average breaths delivered per minute (bpm) for all 11 configurations was 27.6 ± 1.2 bpm. No variations in respiratory rate were observed across these lung states.

In a simulated patient with normal lung function (R5C50), $V_T$ increased by 74 ± 6 ml for each change in cam settings one to five on piston rod position A and 91 ± 13 ml for cam settings one to six using piston rod position B (Figure 4, Table 2). As resistance of the lungs increased and compliance decreased, a decline in $V_T$ was observed within the same rod and cam settings. In the mild (R6C20) simulated lung disease model, $V_T$ increased in correspondence with changes in cam settings. Changes were 58 ± 10 ml and 85 ± 13 ml for rod positions A and B, respectively. A similar trend was observed in the moderate (R10C10) disease model where changes of 54 ± 5 ml and 75 ± 10 were noted for rod positions A and B, respectively. A linear regression trend with $R^2 = 1 ± 0.005$ in $V_T$ was observed across all simulated lung types, and the slope describes the approximate volume change per cam setting (Figure 4).

FIGURE 4: Tidal volume delivered for simulated patient types for rod settings A and B and cam settings 1-6.
TABLE 2: Respiratory parameters for all adjustable-length rod and cam configurations in each of three pulmonary resistance and compliance settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rod Setting</th>
<th>Cam Setting</th>
<th>Pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Pressure (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Volume (ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar trends were observed in measured $P_{aw}$ for all three patient models. A linear increase in $P_{aw}$ ($R^2 = 1$) as a function of $V_T$ demonstrates that as $V_T$ increases, a corresponding increase in $P_{aw}$ was observed (Figure 5) [4].

FIGURE 5: Mean airway pressure measured for simulated patient lung types as a function of tidal volume delivered. Red dashed line denotes maximum airway pressure threshold for ARDS treatment recommendations.
setting A3 with a respiratory rate of 20 rpm. The average measured $P_{aw}$ for 13 breaths at time zero was $39.9 \pm 0.1$ cmH$_2$O and after 24 hours was $39.7 \pm 0.1$ cmH$_2$O. The average $V_T$ delivered over 13 breaths at time zero was $370 \pm 1$ ml and after 24 hours was $362 \pm 1$ ml.

**FIGURE 6:** Flow, Paw, and VT waveforms for delivered breaths for a severe disease simulated patient lung model with resistance 50 cmH$_2$O.L$^{-1}$.s$^{-1}$ and compliance 10 ml.cmH$_2$O$^{-1}$ using an AMBU Spur II bag with 10 cmH$_2$O PEEP at A) day zero, and B) after 24 hours of continuous operation.

**C. Longevity and implementation of AMREV across multiple BVM models**

Widespread use of the AMREV relies on availability and compatibility with commercially-available BVMs. We conducted a study to assess the inherent variability of different BVM models. Seven BVM setups representing six different BVM models and manufacturers were assessed (Figure 2). Two Ambu® bags, one with and one without external PEEP, were independently evaluated. $P_{aw}$ variation between bags was calculated (Figure 2C). The Ambu® bag with external PEEP was excluded due to baseline $P_{aw}$ elevation. Variation within each individual bag type in $V_T$ and $P_{aw}$ was $< 0.5\%$ for each BVMs tested, across four simulated lung models. The $P_{aw}$ for all six bags were $10.1 \pm 0.9$ cmH$_2$O for the normal lung model, $19.7 \pm 1.7$ cmH$_2$O for mild disease, $32.4 \pm 2.2$ cmH$_2$O for moderate disease, and $40.4 \pm 3.0$ for the severe disease model (Figure 7A). The average $V_T$ for all bags was $460 \pm 45$ ml for the normal lung model, $404 \pm 57$ ml for mild disease, $353 \pm 25$ ml for moderate disease, and $351 \pm 36$ ml for the severe disease model (Figure 7B). Overall, variation was less than 10\% for $P_{aw}$ and $V_T$ across all bags for each of the four simulated lung models.
FIGURE 7: A) Tidal volume VT and B) mean airway pressure Paw measurement, from different BVM models in simulated patient testing with (resistance cmH2O.L-1.s-1, compliance ml.cmH2O-1) of 'normal' (5,50), ‘mild’ (6,20), ‘moderate’ (10,10) and ‘severe’ (50,10), respectively.

Long-term, multi-day, testing was performed with six BVM devices with settings of compliance 50 ml.cmH2O-1 and resistance 5 cmH2O.L-1.s-1 to assess for variation within the same BVM (Figure 8). One of the AMREV devices that housed the Carefusion BVM had a component failure on the seventh day and did not have data recorded prior to its failure. The respiratory rate at 75% motor power was 22 ± 2 bpm. VT and Paw were independent of the respiratory rate. Data for five BVM/device pairings B-F listed in Table 1 were recorded at seven days. After a one-week course (>230,000 cycles) of continuous use, the VT-variation observed between each bag was less than 1.5% (Table 3). Similar results were observed with Paw where differences were all within 1%, with one exception; the Laerdal LSR Silicone bag showed variability of 3.2% in Paw after one week of continuous use (Table 4). One device with the Rüsch® BVM (Table 3), completed the seven-day test and continued to 45 days of operation. This BVM showed that VT and Paw variation was within 3.8% even over the extended operation.

FIGURE 8: VT and Paw for 5 models of manual resuscitator devices in a 'normal' patient model with resistance = 5 cmH2O.L-1.s-1 and compliance = 50 ml.cmH2O-1 at trial start, after 1 week, 30 days, and 45 days of continuous use. Error bars lie within the column. Ordinary one-way ANOVA P = 0.0001 for Rüsch BVM.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ambu PEEP 5 (ml)</th>
<th>Ambu (ml)</th>
<th>Laerdal LSR Silicone (ml)</th>
<th>Laerdal PVC (ml)</th>
<th>Rüsch (ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 0</td>
<td>322 +/- 1</td>
<td>327 +/- 2</td>
<td>332 +/- 2</td>
<td>395 +/- 0.5</td>
<td>323 +/- 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 7</td>
<td>325 +/- 1</td>
<td>328 +/- 2</td>
<td>323 +/- 1</td>
<td>391 +/- 0.5</td>
<td>320 +/- 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 +/- 0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>304 +/- 0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent difference</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3:** Average tidal volume delivered (ml) for each BVM tested, at the start of the extended day trial, and after the completion of seven days of continuous use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ambu PEEP 5 (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Ambu (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Laerdal LSR Silicone (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Laerdal PVC (cmH₂O)</th>
<th>Rüsch (cmH₂O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent difference</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4:** Average measured peak airway pressures (cmH₂O) at the start of the extended day trial and after seven days of continuous use.

**Discussion**

This study suggests that the use of a BVM-based ventilator system can deliver appropriate respiratory support in the event of a ventilator shortage. The AMREV can be used to support patients with respiratory distress including respiratory failure based on the range of V₉T pressures, and respiratory rates supported. Simulation testing was performed using realistic patient models and transition to real patient care is anticipated based on the study results.

The differences observed in Pₐw as a function of V₉T delivered were consistent with defined characteristics of pulmonary resistance and compliance (Figure 5). Treatment recommendations for patients with ARDS suggest Pₐw should not exceed 30 cmH₂O. For this device, rod and cam position pairings that produce lower V₉T should be used in more severe pulmonary disease to deliver ventilations below this threshold. The device was able to provide safe ventilatory support while not exceeding this Pₐw threshold. As external PEEP, provided by existing BVM peripherals, is increased it is important to use lower V₉T settings to ensure safe ventilation of lungs with low compliance.

The AMREV demonstrated compatibility with different models of BVM that had diameters ranging from 122-128.5 mm or approximately five inches. These bags are representative of adult BVMs that have an air reservoir of ~1.5 L. While differences between BVMs were identified, overall variation was less than 10% for Pₐw and V₉T delivered across all bags as assessed over four simulated lung states.

Device life testing demonstrated consistent and predictable delivery of ventilation over an array of patient pulmonary parameters and over time using multiple BVMs. Specifically, six devices were tested over seven days and no failures were identified with the BVM devices or housing structure. Two devices failed at seven days. One of these devices allowed for data collection on the seventh day, however, data was not obtainable from the other device to include in longevity analysis (Tables 3-4). One device continued to function for 45 days with no failures of the BVM, housing, or motor. The failures identified on all devices were related to...
motor fatigue, with the average device life being 17 days. Motor fatigue was predictable due to increased noise at least 24 hours prior to failure. Future design iterations will incorporate higher-quality motors to improve longevity.

Even with variations in respiratory rate from the PWM setting, respiratory parameters of $V_T$ and $P_{aw}$ were consistent for each rod and cam setting. Although the device was periodically stopped for testing, this practice is consistent with clinical use. In a clinical setting, a patient may be moved or disconnected from a ventilator to perform testing, thus the study demonstrated that even with minor variations in respiration rate from motor power adjustments during these periods of disconnection and testing, the other respiratory parameters remained consistent.

As described in previous literature, manual BVM compressions, i.e. bagging, is variable in rate and $V_T$ delivered [9]. The study findings suggest that the AMREV is able to provide a consistent rate and $V_T$ of respirations and is thus expected to be more reliable and safer than manual bagging. Additionally of interest to medical professionals, the AMREV is adaptable to multiple clinical environments with a housing design and attachment configuration that supports mounting of the device to a bedside IV pole. This design consideration minimizes the distance from the BVM to the endotracheal tube and limits the risk of rebreathing CO$_2$.

The study findings suggest that this BVM-based emergency use ventilator can provide consistent positive pressure volume-controlled ventilation over an extended duration until a traditional ventilator becomes available. This device is only intended for use when a traditional ventilator is not available. True shortages may lead to the presented solution being a viable option for some regions during a large-scale health emergency. An imminent predicted need for ventilators resulted in the issuance of an emergency use authorization by the U.S. FDA to increase the availability of devices that provide ventilatory support and even described a new class of ventilation device termed ‘emergency use resuscitator systems’ (EURS) [23]. While these guidelines were established specifically for the COVID-19 pandemic, the knowledge and design innovation obtained from this rapid period of discovery may have lasting effects on future ventilator devices.

**Conclusions**

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic that has overwhelmed healthcare systems worldwide, the authors designed, rapidly prototyped, and tested a 3D-printed automated volume-controlled manual-resuscitator based ventilator-alternative. The AMREV was developed to provide respirations with commercially-available BVMs when a ventilator is not available. User-adjustable configurations allow for quick adjustment of tidal volume and respiratory rate and are within the treatment recommendations from the ARDS Network. As the COVID-19 crisis is overwhelming health care systems, leaving some institutions without an adequate supply of ventilators, the AMREV provides a potentially life-saving alternative.

**Appendices**
Appendix A - Instructions for Use

Caution: Rx only

Minnetronix Medical

1635 Energy Park Drive

St. Paul, MN 55108

651-917-4060 www.minnetronix.com

Automated Manual Resuscitator-Based Emergency Ventilator-Alternative
Texas Power Bag Breather (Texas Breather™)

DRAFT INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

This hands-free Bag-Valve-Mask (BVM) compression device has not been FDA cleared or approved. This hands-free BVM compression device has been authorized by FDA under an EUA.

This hands-free BVM compression device is authorized only for the duration of the declaration that circumstances exist justifying the authorization of the emergency use of ventilators, ventilator tubing connectors, and ventilator accessories under section 564(b)(1) of the Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360bb-b(3)(b)(1), unless the authorization is terminated or revoked sooner.

Figure 1. Texas Power Bag Breather (Texas Breather™)

- A. Motor (grey)
- B. Piston Rod (purple)
- C. Cam (brown)
- D. Housing (white)
- E. Bag-Valve Mask (yellow)
- F. Motor Control Enclosure
- G. Piston (green)
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Indications for Use

The Texas Breather™ is intended for emergency use during the COVID-19 pandemic under Emergency Use Authorization for short-term, temporary mechanical ventilation support when a mechanical ventilator is not available. The Texas Breather™ is intended to be used for a single patient at a time, together with commercially available, FDA-cleared, self-inflating manual resuscitators (bag-valve mask assemblies) with PEEP valves, pressure relief valves, and viral filtration accessories.

Cautions and Warnings

- The Texas Breather™ is not approved or cleared by the US FDA. It has Emergency Use Authorization from the US FDA for use during the COVID-19 pandemic only.
- The Texas Breather™ has not been cleared or approved by US FDA. Its safety and effectiveness for use under ventilator shortages from COVID-19 have not been established.
- The Texas Breather should only be used for a single patient at a time - do not split the breathing circuit to more than one patient.
- Always have immediate access to an alternative means of ventilation, which is ready for use, in order to reduce the possibility of patient death or serious deterioration of health.
- The Texas Breather™ should only be used at the direction of a physician with specific training in the use of endotracheal intubation, chemical paralysis, sedation, mechanical ventilation, and bag-valve mask assemblies.
- The Texas Breather™ should only be used with patients supplied with appropriate paralysis and/or sedation to avoid asynchronous breathing, backflow, and coughing.
- The BVM used with the Texas Breather™ should include a commercially available pressure relief valve to prevent barotrauma.
- The BVM used with the Texas Breather™ should include a viral filter to trap aerosols containing viral particles in expired air. Personal protective equipment
(PPE) is still required.
- The Texas Breather™ does not include patient monitoring.
- The Texas Breather™ does not have alarms for device malfunction. Use commercially available accessories for monitoring and audible/visual power-failure alarms, and for capnographic monitoring pressure and providing audible/visual alarms for low pressure.
- When using supplemental oxygen, do not allow smoking or use unit near sparking equipment, open flame, oil, or other flammable chemicals.
- If PEEP is desired, use a commercially available PEEP valve accessory with the BVM.
- The BVM used with the Texas Breather™ should include a pressure relief valve suitable for the patient under ventilatory support.
- When using supplemental oxygen, the flow rate from its source should be monitored.
- Humidification using a Heat and Moisture Exchanger (HME) on the connected BVM output or Heated Humidification of the input oxygen is recommended for long-term ventilation using this device.
- Settings and use of the device should be adjusted relative to physiologic monitoring such as, but not limited to: End-tidal CO2 monitors, pulse-oximetry, and blood-gas parameters.
- Inspect the device every 4 hours and discontinue use if cracks or other damage to the casing are identified.
- Discontinue use if the motor makes loud or grinding noises.
- Use of this device should follow installation instructions below performed by a qualified biomedical engineer or technician.
- Caution – do not allow fingers, loose clothing, or long hair to come in contact with the cam and rod assembly while the Texas Breather is on. This poses a potential entrapment hazard.

**For Biomedical Department**

Installation Instructions (to be performed by qualified biomedical engineer or technician)

1. Perform leakage current test and other tests per local protocol.
   This device has not undergone IEC 60601-1 Testing. It uses an IEC 60601-1 certified external power supply (12Vdc, 2A, 2 MOOP).

2. Review placement of device in accordance with AAMI Technical Information Report (TIR) 18, Guidance on electromagnetic compatibility of medical devices for clinical/biomedical engineers - Part 1: Radiated radio-frequency electromagnetic energy. This device has not undergone IEC 60801-1-2 testing.
Operating Instructions

Patient preparation:

1. BVM setup: Prepare the bag-valve mask and accessories for the patient according to manufacturer's instructions for use in invasive ventilation.
   * Intubate patient and ventilate the patient by manually operating the BVM until the Texas Breather™ is setup and ready.
   * IMPORTANT: If the patient's chest does not rise and fall with each breath or no airflow is present, the patient's airway or endotracheal tube may be blocked or malpositioned. Take immediate action to clear airway or confirm tube placement. The airway must be clear before proceeding.

2. Add PEEP, pressure relief valves, and viral filter, as required/available into the BVM breathing circuit. Use of bacteria/viral filter in-line with BVM-endotracheal tube connection is recommended to limit aerosolization of exhaled viral particles. Set up desired patient monitoring and alarms (end-tidal CO₂ monitor, pulse-oximetry, respiratory rate detection). CAUTION - the Texas Breather™ does not have patient monitoring and does not have alarms.

3. Setup and adjust the location of the Texas Breather™ by mounting the device on a bed mounted IV pole. Position the device so that the BVM can be inserted into the Texas Breather™ housing minimizing the use of supplemental ventilator tubing (to minimize rebreathing of exhaled air).

FIGURE 12: Appendix A.4 Instructions for use
Device setup:

1. Connect the "Piston Rod" to the motor "Cam" using the hole pairing for expected tidal volume to be delivered. Table 1 can be used for reference but has not been calibrated for each BVM device.

Table 1 - Initial Controls and Respirator Parameter Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Weight</th>
<th>Rod Position</th>
<th>Cam Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50kg</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60kg</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75kg</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Weight</th>
<th>Rod Position</th>
<th>Cam Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60kg</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75kg</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80kg</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100kg</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Typical performance measured using benchtop lung simulator with motor controller knob at full CW position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pin Setting</th>
<th>Resistance 5 (cmH2O/L)</th>
<th>Compliance 50 (ml/cmH2O)</th>
<th>Resistance 6 (cmH2O/L)</th>
<th>Compliance 20 (ml/cmH2O)</th>
<th>Resistance 10 (cmH2O/L)</th>
<th>Compliance 10 (ml/cmH2O)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - 1</td>
<td>3.6 155 29</td>
<td>2.2 140 29</td>
<td>12.2 110 29</td>
<td>23 220 28</td>
<td>32 325 27</td>
<td>45 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 2</td>
<td>5.5 220 29</td>
<td>10.5 200 29</td>
<td>24.5 245 29</td>
<td>36 290 28</td>
<td>47 325 27</td>
<td>59 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 3</td>
<td>7.5 300 29</td>
<td>12 270 28</td>
<td>37.5 250 28</td>
<td>49 290 28</td>
<td>60 325 27</td>
<td>71 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 4</td>
<td>9 375 28</td>
<td>17.4 350 28</td>
<td>45.5 370 27</td>
<td>55 310 27</td>
<td>67 325 27</td>
<td>79 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 1</td>
<td>10 430 27</td>
<td>18 400 28</td>
<td>32 340 27</td>
<td>42 320 27</td>
<td>53 325 27</td>
<td>64 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 5</td>
<td>10.7 450 27</td>
<td>20.5 420 27</td>
<td>34.6 325 27</td>
<td>46 320 27</td>
<td>58 325 27</td>
<td>69 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - 6</td>
<td>12.2 530 27</td>
<td>22 450 27</td>
<td>38.5 370 27</td>
<td>49 340 27</td>
<td>60 325 27</td>
<td>71 325 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 5</td>
<td>14 610 26</td>
<td>28 520 25</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - 6</td>
<td>15.5 700 24</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. Turn on the Texas Breather™ and observe that the device piston assembly is operational.
3. Plug the Texas Breather into a power failure alarm (PFA) and plug the PFA into a grounded wall receptacle that has power backup or an uninterruptable power supply.

**Power failure alarm functionality:**
- Loss of power: Audible alarm, red LED flashes
- Plug disconnection: Audible alarm, red LED flashes

**Alarm silencing:**
- User presses green button
- Red LED flashes until fault condition removed

4. Select the respiratory rate by turning motor controller knob:
   - clockwise to increase ventilatory rate
   - counterclockwise to decrease ventilatory rate
- Controller settings between 50% and 100% are recommended for optimal motor performance. Lower power settings may cause motor to stall when forcefully delivering respirations.
5. Turn off Texas Breather™ while the piston is in furthest out position.
6. Place the assembled BVM into the Texas Breather™ housing
7. Turn on the Texas Breather™ device and observe powered activation of the BVM.

**During Use**
Monitor the patient and adjust respiratory rate and degree of compression as clinically indicated:
- If adjustments in tidal volume are required:
  1. ["Texas Breather"] - Use motor controller to stop motor while the piston is in furthest out position.

**FIGURE 14: Appendix A.6 Instructions for use**
2. [BVM] - Disconnect BVM from endotracheal tube.
3. Remove BVM from Texas Breather™ housing (Fig. 1D) and use the BVM to manually ventilate the patient while making adjustments.
4. [Texas Breather™] - Remove static rod connection pin and move pin and piston rod to another hole on the adjustable cam. Tables 1 and 2 can be used for reference but has not been calibrated for each BVM device.
   • Piston Rod: Hole A provides lower tidal volume than hole B (Fig. 1B)
   • Cam: Higher numbered holes provide larger tidal volumes (Fig. 1C)
5. [Texas Breather™] - Secure pivot arm pin between Rod and Cam
6. Place BVM back into Texas Breather™ housing and reconnect to endotracheal tube
7. [Texas Breather™] - Restart motor by using controller
   • If adjustments in respiratory rate are required
     1. Use motor controller to adjust speed of motor rotation
     • clockwise to increase ventilatory rate
     • counterclockwise to decrease ventilatory rate
     Controller setting between 50% and 100% is recommended for optimal motor performance.
   • Inspect the device every 4 hours, discontinue use if the motor makes loud or grinding noises, or if cracks or other damage to the casing are identified.

Caution – do not allow fingers, loose clothing, or long hair to come in contact with the cam and rod assembly while the Texas Breather is on. This poses a potential entrapment hazard.

Cleaning
Limited testing with 70% isopropyl alcohol has been performed. Cleaning should be performed in accordance with hospital protocols.
DO NOT submerge the device in any liquid!
The device is not intended for reprocessing.
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